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whole industry, the 31st of August

trading at a price of $3.11, we

Orocobre announced a record full
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year

LTD due to the growth potential of
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growth of the electric car industry in
Europe, America and especially

TRADING OPPORTUNITY
As investment advisors, we are always
screening the global stock markets for
opportunities on behalf of our clients. We
define a ‘Trading Opportunity’ a stock
which has a strong fundamental
momentum, combined with an optimal
technical entry point. On top of that, the
stock needs to have a substantial upside
potential and attractive risk reward ratio.
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forecasted

that

record

Given this was the most shorted
stock on the Australian stock
exchange,

these

positive

closure of the short positions and

manufacturers would have started

are generating a short squeeze

investing

directly

which will soon bring the stock to

producers

and

this

in

lithium
has

just

happened with a deal between
Minerals,

with

the

acquisition of a $28 million stake in
the company, which is said to be
the first direct investment in a
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TICKER: ORE AU
Current Price: $5.03
1y Target: $5.5
Stop Loss: $2.6

driven

developments have initiated the

Chinese car maker great Wall and
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China.

profit

lithium supplier by an auto group.
Besides the positive news for the

our target price levels.
For this reason, with a current
price of $5.03 (+61% since our
advice), we have started taking
profit, yet continuously exploring
opportunities

in

the

electric

mobility sector (lithium, cobalt,
graphite).

Company Description
Orocobre Ltd is a mineral exploration
company. The Company's primary
objective is to develop lithium-potassium
brine projects. Orocobre is focused on
advancing its flagship Salar de Olaroz
(Olaroz) lithium- potassium brine project
in Argentina.
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Legal Information: This publication is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an
invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS Capital Management to make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect
the current view of KTS Capital Management and not that one of a third party. KTS Capital Management assumes
no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication.
Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. This publication
has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular
investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider the suitability of the transaction to his
individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute investment, legal, accounting or tax
advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances, or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific investor. KTS Capital Management recommends
that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting
consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources believed to
be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
Important disclosures: Client mandates of KTS Capital Management, employees or individuals connected to
them, may from time to time have a position in or hold any of the investments or related investments mentioned in
this document. KTS Capital Management is under no obligation to disclose or take account of this document when
advising or dealing with or on behalf of customers. The views of KTS Capital Management reflected in this
document may change without notice. In addition, KTS Capital Management may issue other reports that are
inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report and is under no
obligation to ensure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report. To the
maximum extent possible at law, KTS Capital Management does not accept any liability whatsoever arising from the
use of the material or information contained herein.
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